The Organ of the Cambridge Hash House Harriers

May 2017

FRBs
show us how they do it!
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Welcome from the Edithare
-

It’s May! It’s the harriette’s month and it’s our 2017th big event. We are all busy getting ready. There are
113 hashers coming and it will be a great weekend.

When I read about the evils of drinking, I nearly
gave up reading,

El Rave.
CH3 2017th
Thursday: Wrestlers Red dress run 7pm. Thai meal. Charity collection
Friday: Registration at the YHA 4 – 7 pm
Dinner 1: 6pm (for YHA residents)
Dinner 2: 6:30 (for YHA residents)
Pirate Trail: Three waves; starts – 6:30, 7:00 and 7:30. Includes punting.
BYO
Saturday: YHA 11 am for buses. Walkers, short run and long run
Lunch – free beer
Circle
Return by buses
Shuttle service to Cambridge University Sports Pavilion (Venue)
Dinner: 7pm at venue – free beer
Cabaret: 8 pm
Split Whiskers live band: 9 pm
Close and back to YHA by shuttle: 11:30 pm
Sunday: CH3 2017th run. From YHA and around Cambridge
Circle – free beer
Hares: U-Bend and It’ll Come Off
Monday: Radegund post-lube run

ROTT 2018 is On on!
Really Over The Top 2018
Long Distance Hash Trail
7th – 9th or 14th – 16th Sep 2018
Hares: Bedsores and Strapon
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CH3 Seaside Run
Sunday July 23rd, 2017
Important info
 Venue :

Happisburgh Hill House Inn,
The Hill, Happisburgh, Norfolk, NR12 0PW
01692 6500004 / 651374
www.hillhouseinn.co.uk

 Home of : The Dancing Men Brewery
The Dancing Men Brewery is the in-house brewery at The Hill House pub.
See http://www.hillhouseinn.co.uk/the-dancing-men-brewery-in-norfolk/
superb list of real ales in this lovely boozer.

 Camping :

for the

The Manor Caravan Park,
Happisburgh, Norfolk, NR12 0PW
01692 652228
www.manorcaravanpark.org
email:happisburghestates@btconnect.com

IMPORTANT: For those who want to camp, book up IMMEDIATELY as we are
advised that, in July, the site will fill up quickly!!

Hashers, it’s a great wee pub right by the beach, with camping right next door.
The pub has a couple of super rooms if you want to slum it!!
The run, thru beautiful Norfolk footpaths, lanes and villages will be a cracker and
there might even be a beach and swimming too!!
There will be a bus from Cambridge on the Sunday morning and we shall have
lunch (and beer) under our own marquee in the pub garden (site of the annual
Summer Solstice Beer Festival). Once we have the menu/price sorted we shall
advise.
Meanwhile, let us know if you will be there and if you want to ride the bus.
So, Shammy & U-Bend say, “Put this in your diary for July!” and “If you want to
camp, get BUSY and book right away!!”
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Run 1933 – 18th Oct 2016
Crown, Willingham
Hare – Slaphead and Just Jackie
Scribe – One for his Knob
Having arrived prepared with paper and pen I initially rejected the offer of a pad & pen, but on being told that the
paper was waterproof (an invention that could have been invented just for the hash), I was delighted to give it a go.
Disappointedly the weather let me down &
could only produce a slight drizzle on the run
but mustered itself for a wet circle.
The walkers excelled themselves by arriving at
the drink stop after only 30 minutes!! It was
then discovered that they had walked only part
of the course, because a lot of the dust had
been kicked out. This was remedied by Daffy
who went and re-laid the trail. On leaving the
drink stop the walkers decided to finish the trail
by completing the rest in the manner started
(The wrong way round).
“While your down there” excelled herself by
doing just that. Once on her front, having
tripped on a tree root, & once on her back by sliding down a muddy bank. The drinks stop was voted as most scenic
& lovely for swimming on a hot day (which it wasn’t) & had the best ever Lemon drizzle cake anyone had tasted.
Apparently this was down to Mary Berry. How Big Swinger had managed to persuade Mary to make a cake for the
Hash we never found out. Pugwash took charge of the designer rubbish sack (an old crisp packed). Big Blouse made
an appearance for the drink stop but seemed to vanish there after!
Wilson had a wonderful hash. He managed to coat himself in red wine & loose his ball in the lake, which many tried
and failed to retrieve with big sticks none of which were long enough. A bountiful “onion scrump“ had been
organized by the local farmer & we all tried to outdo each other by finding the biggest. Shiggy two shoes was
especially pleased with her haul. A Canadian Goose fly over made a wonderful sight & we all breathed a sigh of relief
to find that the GM (Daffy) had survived the duck shoot . The visiting Maltese’s, were grateful for the flat
countryside & lack of heat.

Down downs:






Caboose: who we hadn’t been seen for a long time because he had to rely on trains, but the local station
was closed in 1967.
Muther: because he wouldn’t be seen for a long while. It will come off–For videoing
Bastard: going over the log walk, in the hope he would fall off.
Clingon: for some misdemeanour to do with recycled tee-shirts.
Slaphead: No prices for tee-shirts for the “not the Halloween “hash t’s.
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Run 1978 – 28th Aug 2016
Devonshire Arms, Cambridge
Hare – Doubletop and Three Swallows
Scribe – Big Blouse
Visitors: Sox & Horny from the R2D2H3
Hash http://www.r2d2h3.com/
(Hampshire), Heather a yet unnamed
hasher from Frankfurt who is obviously an
American Professor of writing on
secondment to the UK for a couple of
months (C’mon, keep up you lot)
Returnees – The Penguin, Pheelthy Frog,
Billingsgate, Nora, Generator, The Bear &
daughter Lilly.
Newies – Jon (brought along by Wimp)

The Words - It was always going to be nice
returning to one of the Milton breweries key pubs where they stock a fabulous selection of amazing ales including
Milton’s own Sparta, Justinian & Dionysus to name but a few, but with the Indo-Nostalgia event taking place at the
same weekend, it was debatable how many of the lovely CH3 folk would turn out.
With our lovely leader somewhere top secret1, no RA, no Grand Mattress and hardly any staff either, I wandered up
at about 10.15 (mainly to get a parking space as the Devonshire can be a total git to park near) and was greeted by
Kermit and hare 3 Swallows and we began to slowly block the pavement beautifully.
Gradually folk began arriving from all quarters and directions including Toed & Computer (and that was good as I
owed Toad a beer for fixing my computer remotely again, for the 87th time) Lightning & Teutonic, Googly, Gorilla
& Chimp, Debonair, Unmentionable & Jetstream with Blowback, Little Blow, Wai Wai & Josephine the rarely
spotted Sperm Whale, Mashed Potato, Big Leg & Posh.
By now the circle was sort of forming in front of the Travis Perkins builder’s merchants and I suppose the guys
manning the CCTV systems must have been in a state of near panic as something like 50 odd brightly coloured
nutters were collecting outside of their very firmly shut gates, maybe they feared imminent attack and in fairness
there were enough of us to nick enough material to build a large bungalow.
The circle was further swelled by the arrival of Bastard & It’ll Come Off, Benghazi, The Penguin, Pheelthy Frog,
Checkpoint, Pedro, Only Me, Klinger & Kling On, Shamcock & U-Bend, Paparazzi & Dave El Rave.
With that, and in the absence of absolutely any top brass being in attendance, reluctant stand in Wimp
purposefully strode in to the circle and tried2 to instil some order in the now quite rowdy bunch of reprobates.
The Hares Double Top & Three Swallows tried to explain what sort of trail they’d laid. DT pointedly explained
1

“With Camels” apparently- I guess that rules out most of the UK unless he’s been stationed at a zoo……….
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that she’d laid the trail because “no other f****** could be bothered to”. In DT’s defence though, she was spot on
- none of us could be arsed. You see, it’s a thankless task laying trails – but thanks DT .
Anyway, DT had cunningly planned a sort of r*n-by / massive piss-up and handed out a
yellow card divided into 9 squares we had to visit various pubs along the trail and “collect
as many stars as you can” and add them to the yellow card to prove we’d at least been
there if we hadn’t exactly had time to pause and have beer in each of them.
So with that, Wimp called the on-out and we were off and
Toed & I took an early opportunity to head off down Devonshire road towards the train
station and as various hashers caused mayhem with normal families fleeing in all
directions as the brightly coloured hoard headed off in every and all directions, resulting
in the on being called up and over the covered foot/cycle bridge over the railway line.
At the other side of the bridge a check sent us in all directions and Shamcock had the trail as El Rave, Heather &
Wimp sped past and the trail headed off through a packed park and nervous families watched their children as
outrageously offensive strangers furtively ran around in a disturbing manner randomly shouting “on on”.
To my delight we were on the right trail and headed off out of the north corner of the park and onto a wide road. El
Rave called the on and we stopped at a T junction where I hoped there would be a check point (but there wasn’t)
and the only checkpoint that eventually turned up was Checkpoint herself.
Well, there wasn’t an official checkpoint really, it was just that everyone was a touch shagged out after a straight
half mile stretch. The pack began to catch up and we

22

…but sadly failed, it was like trying to herd inebriated cats.

spied the first of many pubs – the Rock http://www.rock-cambridge.co.uk/ where we all piled in and asked for a star.
Now, as I’m nearly 50 years old and at 11.30am, not even remotely inebriated, I was a tad embarrassed to be
standing in a pub, sweaty, in shorts and asking for a star………… it was like being 7 years old again and getting a gold
star for reading in front of the class.
That said, we all got our stars and headed back out on trail. Now, without knocking the hares here, several of us tried
a total of eight different routes with absolutely no idea where the true trail went as it had literally evaporated.
Pedro, El Rave, Wimp & Checkpoint all reported back negatively as did a sweaty Penguin who muttered
something about being off trail as usual and no one found any trail at all. Then, with amazing fluke Klinger (of all
people!) found what we thought was a trail and it ended up finding a trail the retail park and ending up near the
Junction (a great gig venue) and eventually up and over the railway bridge and onto the
2nd pub the Earl of Derby http://www.theearlofderby.com/ where about 12 of us
stopped for a swift half including El Rave, Heather, visitors Sox & Horny, The
Penguin, Wimp, Checkpoint, Toed & Kermit.
Stars collected we headed on out and El Rave & I were thwarted at the Flying pig
which wasn’t open, but we claimed a pyrrhic victory because it was a pub after all and
we should have got a star so there………… Anyway, were first at the scene of the
Emperor
http://www.theemperorcambridge.com/ which hosted our brilliantly organised Xmas bash when I was GM.
At this point the trail had begun to fragment a tad and as you can see from the attached pub map although the trail
wasn’t massively long the last 6 or 7 pubs were closely packed together causing considerable confusion as the pack
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splintered off into every which way you can think of, although not in order we eventually took in several wonderful
pubs including the fabulous Live & Let Live
http://www.thegoodpubguide.co.uk/pub/view/Live-%26-Let-Live-CB1-2EA where the ‘blokes wot booze’ regularly
turn up and occasionally get a seat, the Alexandra Arms http://www.thealexcambridge.com/ where we’d ended up
on a pirate themed run many moons ago, the Kingston Arms http://www.kingston-arms.co.uk/ the Cambridge Blue
http://www.the-cambridgeblue.co.uk/ and the Six Bells http://sixbellspub.co.uk/ all disappeared in a blizzard of
beer, silver stars and sweaty muttering hashers.
The ‘On Inn’ may have been spotted by someone but this may have been lost in the subtleties of nine + pubs and
eventually we were evidently back at the Devonshire after something like a 4.75 mile (if a tad confusing, at least
quite successful) trail.
There was a short pause of about 4 weeks where we tried to work out where half the pack had ended up, but from
what I can gather they’d stopped at the Cambridge blue.
Eventually, a circle was once more called outside Travis Perkins and without the RA, Kermit was once more pressed
into service as verger and there were guest spots for DD’s so, in no particular order, Down downs were awarded to;
The Hares: - Double Top and Three Swallows
Newbie Jon
Visitors Sox & Horny + Heather
Double Top gave the overall star challenge to Paparazzi who won a bag
of flour for the next trail for her collection efforts.
El Rave gave a random down down to Nightingale & Beau (Bow?)
Bells Sister (+ a Friend) of the much missed Great White Hope
DT awarded a DD to Horny for knowing each other from school 30 +
years ago (it’s a small world innit?)
DT gave a DD to It’ll Come off for having too many stars (which was a
bit rich when the instruction was to (and I quote) “collect as many stars
as possible”
DT to Bastard & Debonair for some smutty innuendo to do with
Black Bush and Bob Dylan
(nope, I’ve no fucking idea
either)
Wimp gave a DD to Chimp for producing the herald beautifully
Kermit hopped into the circle to give Paparazzi a DD for her asking him if
he was the RA! (I know Fit But Dim has been away for a while but…………
sheesh……….)
Kermit saw the capital sin of sex on the hash as Bastard & It’ll Come off
were witnessed holding hands in the romantic back drop of the graveyard.
Kermit hopped back into the circle to give Paparazzi a further DD for
allowing herself to be ‘schmoozed’ by El Rave on trail.
And finally, and probably least
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Kermit gave a DD to Debonair for lost property in the form of one sandal.
And thankfully it was all over. With thanks to Double Top & Three Swallows for an interesting hash.

On-On
Big Blouse
Run 1992 – 4th Dec 2016
Kings Head, Dullingham
Hare – Oh La La, Posh and U Bend
Scribe – Ettles
‘Oh what a beautiful morning etc. etc.’ and despite the RA
being delayed by her lodger, at least the sun wasn’t. We
convened at The Kings Head (no….don’t start that again) only
to be informed by our illustrious GM, Shamcock, that the Pub
has no Beer, cue song. Fortunately our hares, ever prepared,
had arranged an on-on at The Bull, Borough Green, though
not an A to B run, thank goodness. Off we trot though the
frosted shiggy for a delightful trail. There were some real
thorough-breds running, horses not hashers. Oh La La guided
the walkers whilst the runners were shepherded by Posh and
UBend with
both packs
merged
together just
before the
drink stop.
Classy work,
ladies. Back
in
Dullingham in good time to drive down the road to Borough Green,
where we were welcomed with roast potatoes and a good
selection of beers. A well run circle with suitable down-downs
except for the one given to your scribe when it should have gone to
Deisel Dog for setting off the car alarm and being a general noisy
nuisance.

Ettles
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Run 2005 – 5th Mar 2017

Ancient Shepard, Fen Ditton
Hare – Doubletop (Subs: Toed Bedsores, Googly 2 and
Mousey)
Scribe – Slaphead
Good turnout regardless of the weather. RA sucks. DT had to pull out owing to a sudden medical problem. Titania is
feeding well and was a good weight at birth. DT's eyes have stopped watering and the mascara no longer looks like a
couple of shiners. Father is also sobering up.
At very short notice the Gamlingay family took to the task of
laying the trail on unfamiliar territory. Hurrah!
Co-hares Tony and Jackie did sterling work with Ted in creating
a random group of blobs all over the countryside. (Trail)
The pack consisted of Fit But Dim and his hubby Woody
Hollow who tore off at a rate of knots. They were not seen
again until late, having done all the trail themselves. This
included all the turn backs. Ahhh.
The remainder of the pack proceeded in an orderly manner
hither and thither. The finishers’ hithered and thither as well as
dithered. Whither I know not.

On On! Slaphead
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Run 2010 – 9th Apr 2017
Rose and Crown, Islip
Hare – Strapon and Just Angela
Scribe – Sox Maniac
Well, in 18 years of hashing this is my first time as a scribe. This may be because no other hash I know writes up their
runs, or it may be because I habitually arrive too late for the circle up, chat my way around the trail looking out for
birds and flowers, and have A.D.D. in the circle.
Something to do with the GM’s hypnotic tone….??
So, it was a gorgeous, warm and sunny spring day
in Islip. Lots of hashers had their legs out for the
first time this year, me included. Islip is halfway to
Leicester but there was a good turn out and a buzz
of anticipation for new territory.
The pack circled-up in the car park but I don’t know
what happened, I wasn’t there, I was in the pub
having a quick wee after the long journey. I didn’t
seem to have missed much, when I came back out
the pack was milling in all directions on the road in
front of the pub.
We set off eventually, on tarmac. There were alluring vistas of gorgeous countryside, glimpsed through hedges and
gates. There were banks of spring flowers and kites circling in the sky.
The trail went from check to check, sometimes with dust on the way. At each check there was the usual re-grouping
while a few hashers investigated routes. A frequent call was ‘on check’ indicating another check had been found and
the pack would head in that direction.
Watches were starting to be surreptitiously peeked at. Beer was in hashers thoughts. The sun shone down on us, the
trail led through a lovely bit of woodland. There were beguiling views of more green fields, even rolling hills.
The GM was asked what time he was thinking
of holding the 1.00 circle. It was past 1.00 by
this time. The hare was not responding to
“are we nearly there yet?” enquiries.
We went up a rise and over a bridge and
suddenly it was all worth it. There, in a
meadow, was a table; stacked with
homemade cakes, a keg of beer, a vat of rum
punch. There were lovely ladies in pretty
dresses and chairs to lounge upon. U Bend
and Horny made a beeline for these. The rest
of us hovered around the laden table, dipping
into a lemon drizzle cake here, a ginger
biscuit there, another cup of rum punch…We were no longer hashing, we were at a garden party.
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After an extended stop to appreciate these delights we set off in the direction of the ‘On Inn’, expecting to find the
pub around the corner. No, it was some way off, a
distant spire was claimed to be ‘near’ the pub. A
river and the A14 were between us and our target.
We resorted to asking locals the way to Islip!
Following dust from the ‘out’ trail we found our
way back.
The circle was underway and lost no time in calling
Horny and I in, giving us the ‘married couple
award’ for the misdemeanour of dressing in
matching hash tee shirts, well, Horny only has one
hash tee shirt.
The GM was given a down down for having no dress style at all.
Haven’t Got One and his wife were called into the circle for too much hand
holding on trail.
GFM was called in for notching up 14 miles on the hash (yes, just the one
hash).
I’m sure Strap On would have had a down down for the trail, and hopefully
also the lovely ladies from the beer stop (who had spent their sunny Saturday
cooking for us and who’d travelled all the way from Leicester to provide us
with our refreshments, surely a new standard for the beer stop has been
set?).
I expect Katy and dog Co got a down down as virgins.
I don’t know who else got a down down. I wasn’t there, I was in the pub, at
the bar.

Sox Maniac
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Blast from the past – Part 2
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Runs for May 2017
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hare raiser it`ll come off

Run No. 2014: 07-May-2017
Edward V11, Guilden Morden, SG8 0JF
Hares: Paparazzi & U Bend

Run No. 2015: 14-May-2017
Three Horseshoes, Graveley, PE19 6PL
Hares Big Swinger & New Balls Please
Run No. 2016: 21-May-2017
Crown, Fordham, CB7 5NJ
Hares: Daffidildo & Doggystyle

Run No. 2017: 28-May-2017
CH3 2017th Weekend event
YHA, Cambridge, CB1 2DN
Hares U Bend & It`ll come off

Grand Master - Shamcock
Joint Master - Muff Diver & Muthatuka
Religious Advisor - Debonaire
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Hash Cash - While Your Down There
Beer Master - Benghazi
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro

Grand Mattress - Double Top
Joint Mattresses - Big Swinger & One for his
Knob
Hare Raiser - it`ll come off
Web Master - El Rave
Hash Stats - Pedro
Song Master - Blowback
Hash Horn - Muff Diver & Fit but Dim

ch3.co.uk
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